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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Matrix Components Vicon.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA

        The user manual for the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Surveillance  -  Surveillance Video  -  Matrix Solutions  -  Matrix Components.
        


        The V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) from Vicon is a product that allows external alarm devices to be connected to Nova (VPS) digital control CPUs. Up to (32) alarms may be connected to this unit. Additional units may be cascaded for further expansion. 
 
 When this unit senses a change in the status of one of its alarm inputs, it transmits the data to the VPS CPU, which in turn alerts the operator. It may also be programmed to execute an automatic response, such as displaying video from a camera associated with the alarm, causing a camera station to carry out a preset program or tour, or playing special alarm messages on the monitors, among other options. 
 
 A single auxiliary relay output also activates when any alarm input goes active and may be used to control some external device such as a VCR or DVR. Alarm inputs are normally closed, but go active when the remote alarm switch opens or goes on active high. This unit's alarm inputs are CMOS/TTL compatible. 
 
 Enabling and disabling individual alarm inputs is managed with software in the system CPU. This unit is compatible with all Nova (VPS) CPUs except VPS238, which has its own alarm interface. It connects to the CPU via a parallel data interface.        
      
	        
        If you own a Vicon matrix components and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA:
  Specifications
  
 
   	 Input 	 Alarm Inputs: x32 normally closed (NC) or TTL low 
	 Output 	 Alarm Output: Signal sent to CPU when alarm input is detected
 Auxiliary Output: Dry contact relay activates when alarm input is detected 
	 Construction 	 Steel 
	 Finish 	 Black, metal 
	 Connectors 	 Alarm Inputs: x4 16-pin removable screw terminal blocks
 Output to CPU:  37-pin D-shell connector
 Aux Output:  3-pin removable screw terminal block
 Power: Detachable 3-conductor cable with grounded plug 
	 Indicators 	 Red LED on front panel 
	 Power 	 Input Power:
 32 inputs, 120V
 Power Consumption: 
 15W
 Heat Equivalent: 
 0.85 BTU/min (0.21 cal/min) 
 Input Signal: 
 Alarmed: Contacts open or active high
 TTL high = 2.7 to 5.3V
 Secured: Contacts closed or active low
 TTL low = 0.0 to 0.7V
 Auxiliary Relay: 
 Dry contact relay rated at: 1.0A at 24VDC or 0.5A at 115VAC
 Fuse: 
 120V models: 0.75A, 250V, 5mm
 Radio-Frequency Emission Standard: 
 FCC Class A
 European Community (CE) Standard: 
 EN 50081-1 generic emissions
 EN 50082-1 generic immunity 
	 Dimensions (HxWxD) 	 3-1/2 x 19 x 7" (8.81 x 48.3 17.8cm) 
	 Weight 	 9.0 lbs (4.1kg) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 10.75 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 20.2 x 12.7 x 7.5" 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new matrix components, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Vicon users keep a unique electronic library
        for Vicon matrix componentss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the matrix components.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Vicon service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Vicon V1300X-IA Alarm Interface (32 Inputs) V1300X-IA. User manuals are also
        available on the Vicon website under Surveillance  -  Surveillance Video  -  Matrix Solutions  -  Matrix Components.
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